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Boston Blend™ Ledge & Mosaic

REAL NEW ENGLAND STONE VENEER
At STONEYARD® we pride ourselves on cutting natural stones into thin veneer for discerning architects, designers, contractors, and home owners. Our unique and memorable stone is gathered locally
throughout New England. Specialized stone craftsmen carefully sort, split, and cut large stones into
individual pieces of thin veneer. Applications include stone siding, fireplaces, chimneys, foundation
covering, interior walls, outdoor and indoor kitchens, columns, and even wine cellars.
Our full line of thin stone veneer is available at local masonry and building supply centers throughout
the United States. Visit us online at www.stoneyard.com for free samples, extensive photo galleries,
videos, specification sheets and installation guides, or to find an authorized reseller near you.
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Design

Enrich Your
Design with Stone in Mind

Not only is natural stone the oldest and most reliable building material, it’s also the best way to make a statement in your design. Rich textures and
bold colors are just a few of the distinct elements that natural stone brings to a space. Each of the unique color lines has been carefully selected to
meet the demands of any design scheme.

Projects Can Be LEED Certified
All New England thin stone veneer products are natural, recycled stones. Whether it’s for a government building or historical restoration, this natural building material can assist with the LEED certification of your next project. Functionally,
stone will retain heat in the winter and cold in the summer, enhancing energy efficiency.

Lightweight with the Beauty & Durability of REAL Stone
New England thin stone veneer gives the appearance of full-thickness stone without the additional weight. These natural stones are durable enough
to withstand the harshest winters, yet light enough to be installed without a footing.

Curry College; MA
Boston Blend Round

Greenwich Gray™ Ledge | Intercontinental Hotel, Boston, MA

Stoneyard.com Tools & Resources
How to Install

Architect Info

Photos

Videos

FREE Samples

Stoneyard.com/install

Stoneyard.com/architect

Stoneyard.com/gallery

Stoneyard.com/videos

Stoneyard.com/samples

Boston Blend™ Ledge

Greenwich Gray™ Ledge
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Boston Blend™ & Greenwich Gray™ Ledge

Copper Door Restaurant, Bedford, NH

Ledgestone

STONEYARD® Ledgestone is a natural product, split from real New England stone. The unique inner graining created by thousands of years of
pressure is exposed for all to see. This pattern consists of thin rectilinear pieces of natural stone that are stacked by a mason into rows or courses.
Depending on personal preference, this shape can be installed with a standard or wide joint, but is often dry-laid. Sold as individual stones in flats
and matching corners. www.stoneyard.com/ledge

Boston Blend™ Ledgestone

Coastal Sand™ Ledgestone

Rustic Tan™ Ledgestone

For more details visit

www.stoneyard.com/ledge

Newport Mist™ Ledgestone

Portsmouth Granite™ Ledgestone

Vineyard Granite™ Ledgestone

Greenwich Gray™ Ledgestone
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Flats sold per square foot; Corners sold per linear foot

Boston Blend™ Ledgestone Flat Crate

Ledgestone Flat

Finish: Split, textured face
Height: 1–4 inches
Length: 4–12 inches
Thickness: 1 inch +/- 1/4 inch
Weight: Less than 14 lbs per square foot

Oyster Bay™ Ledgestone

Stones in photos have been field-trimmed. Depending on preference, more or less trimming may be required to achieve the desired look.
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Boston Blend™ Mosaic

Boston Blend™ Mosaic
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Boston Blend™ Mosaic

Mosaic

STONEYARD® Mosaic pattern consists of irregular pieces of natural stone, primarily triangles and other random shapes similar to broken ice.
Mosaic can be installed with dry-laid, standard, or wide joint techniques. Each piece of natural stone has been handcrafted by skilled stonecutters
into the perfect choice for your home or office. Sold as individual stones in flats and matching corners. www.stoneyard.com/mosaic

Boston Blend™ Mosaic

Coastal Sand™ Mosaic

Rustic Tan™ Mosaic

Newport Mist™ Mosaic

Portsmouth Granite™ Mosaic

Oyster Bay™ Mosaic

Vineyard Granite™ Mosaic

Greenwich Gray™ Mosaic

Boston Blend™ Mosaic Flat Crate
Mosaic/Square Corner

Mosaic Flat
Finish: Natural, aged face. Irregular shapes.
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Stones in photos have been field-trimmed. Depending on preference, more or less trimming may be required to achieve the desired look.
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Boston Blend™ Ashlar

Boston Blend™ Ashlar
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Boston Blend™ Ashlar

Ashlar

STONEYARD® Ashlar face veneer is taller than the Ledgestone and contains the same vibrant and varied colors of inner graining. It consists of
rectilinear pieces of stone in a range of heights. This pattern can be installed with a standard or wide joint, but is typically dry-laid. Sold as individual stones in flats and matching corners. www.stoneyard.com/ashlar

Boston Blend™ Ashlar

Coastal Sand™ Ashlar

Rustic Tan™ Ashlar

Newport Mist™ Ashlar

Portsmouth Granite™ Ashlar

Oyster Bay™ Ashlar

Vineyard Granite™ Ashlar

Greenwich Gray™ Ashlar

Boston Blend™ Ashlar Flat Crate
Ashlar Flat
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Stones in photos have been field-trimmed. Depending on preference, more or less trimming may be required to achieve the desired look.
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Boston Blend™ Square & Rec

Boston Blend™ Square & Rec
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Bowlmor Times Square, NY

Greenwich Gray™ Square & Rec

Square & Rectangular

Each of the STONEYARD® Square & Rectangular stones has been carefully hand-sorted, split, and cut thin. The pieces are roughly square and
rectangular and have been crafted from real New England stone. The exposed exterior of the stone shows the aged and natural face. The dimensional look of Square & Rectangular can be installed with standard, wide, or dry-fit mortar joints. Sold as individual stones in flats and matching
corners. www.stoneyard.com/square

Boston Blend™ Square & Rec

Coastal Sand™ Square & Rec

Rustic Tan™ Square & Rec

Newport Mist™ Square & Rec

Portsmouth Granite™ Square & Rec

Oyster Bay™ Square & Rec

Vineyard Granite™ Square & Rec

Greenwich Gray™ Square & Rec

Boston Blend™ Square & Rec Flat Crate

Square & Rec Flat

Mosaic/Square Corner

Finish: Natural, aged face
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Facing area per piece: 0.25–1.25 square feet
Size range: (4.5 inches x 8 inches) to (11 inches x 16 inches)
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Thickness: 1 inch +/- 1/4 inch
Weight: Less than 14 lbs per square foot
Flats sold per square foot; Corners sold per linear foot
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Stones in photos have been field-trimmed. Depending on preference, more or less trimming may be required to achieve the desired look.
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Round

STONEYARD® Round veneer is the most traditional New England shape. It consists of pieces of stone with rounded edges and a slightly pillowed face. These stones were crafted by Mother Nature millions of years ago during the glacial till. The unique patina left behind
has been captured in a veneer that is perfect for use on your next stone project. Sold as individual stones in flats and matching corners.
www.stoneyard.com/round

Boston Blend™ Round

Colonial Tan™ Round

Boston Blend™ Round Flat Crate

Round Corner

Round Flat
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Size range: (6 inches x 6 inches) to (11 inches x 16 inches)
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Finish: Natural, aged face. Irregular shapes.

Thickness: 1 inch +/- 1/4 inch
Weight: Less than 14 lbs per square foot
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Stones in photos have been field-trimmed. Depending on preference, more or less trimming may be required to achieve the desired look.

Boston Blend™ Round
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Colonial Tan™ Round

Whole Foods Bedford, NH

Personalize Your Design

When designing your home or commercial space, every structure has unique design elements. Sometimes a little customization is just what is
needed to make the space truly your own. A great way to do this is with the use of natural stone. By blending different colors and shapes of thin
veneer, you can create your own unique work of art.

Boston Blend™ Ledge & Mosaic

Colonial Tan™ & Boston Blend™ Square & Rec

Boston Blend™ Round & Mosaic
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Packaging

Thin veneer is available in both flats and matching corners for all colors and shapes. Flat material is sold by the square foot (sf) and is available
in boxes and crates. Corners are sold by the linear foot (lf) and is available in boxes, half crates, and full crates. Each crate and box is carefully
packed and shipped to authorized resellers throughout the USA. www.stoneyard.com/packaging
42"

de)
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42"
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de)

Boxes

Crates

Flats: 5 sf
Corners: 5 lf

Flats: 168 sf
14 layers, 12 sf per layer

18 boxes per pallet

Corners: 150 lf or 75 lf

Thin Veneer Crates

Thin Veneer Boxes

Corners

All of our thin veneer options are available in both flats and matching 90˚ corners. When other angles are needed, the options for installation are
weaving (alternating flats) or miter cutting flat pieces to wrap the corner. www.stoneyard.com/corner

90˚ Cornerp

Factory cut

Miter Cut 45˚ Cornerp

Cut on-site by mason

Weaved 45˚ Cornerp

Cut on-site by mason

Joint Options

When it comes to installing thin veneer, one of the aspects that can make the biggest effect aesthetically is the last step in the process: jointing.
Below are the most common joint techniques used by masons during the installation process. A mock-up is typically created to help in all design
decisions, including grout color, joint size, and desired finish. www.stoneyard.com/mortar

Dry-Laid

Standard

Wide

With the dry-laid technique, stones are
installed with no grout between pieces. This
installation technique requires the most
trimming.

Standard grout joints are 3/8–3/4 inch wide.
Grout is typically recessed approximately 1/2
inch from the stone face. The amount of trimming or shaping required is moderate.

With a wide joint installation the stones are
spaced more than 1 inch apart and the grout
is more pronounced. Typically seen in historic renovations, this technique requires the
least amount of trimming.
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New England Thin Stone Veneer
Boston Blend™ Ledgestone*

Boston Blend™ Ashlar*

Boston Blend™ Mosaic*

Boston Blend™ Square & Rec*

Boston Blend™ Round*

Coastal Sand™ Ledgestone*

Coastal Sand™ Ashlar*

Coastal Sand™ Mosaic*

Coastal Sand™ Square & Rec*

Colonial Tan™ Round*

Corners are available in
all colors and shapes.

Rustic Tan™ Ledgestone*

Newport Mist™ Ledgestone*

Rustic Tan™ Ashlar*

Newport Mist™ Ashlar*

Portsmouth Granite™ Ledgestone* Portsmouth Granite™ Ashlar*

Rustic Tan™ Mosaic*

Stones in photos have
been field-trimmed.
Depending on preference,
more or less trimming
may be required to
achieve the desired look.

Rustic Tan™ Square & Rec*

Newport Mist™ Mosaic*

Newport Mist™ Square & Rec*

Portsmouth Granite™ Mosaic*

Portsmouth Granite™ Square & Rec*

Oyster Bay™ Ledgestone*

Oyster Bay™ Ashlar*

Oyster Bay™ Mosaic*

Oyster Bay™ Square & Rec*

Vineyard Granite™ Ledgestone*

Vineyard Granite™ Ashlar*

Vineyard Granite™ Mosaic*

Vineyard Granite™ Square & Rec*

Greenwich Gray™ Ledgestone*

Greenwich Gray™ Ashlar*

Greenwich Gray™ Mosaic*

Greenwich Gray™ Square & Rec*

Natural stone varies in
color, veining, and
pattern from piece to
piece. STONEYARD® is
not responsible for photos
used in color literature,
on websites, or in emails
to accurately reflect actual
material. Photos are used
to create a general idea or
feel for the material and
cannot be used for color
matching.
*This product is HCA
(Harsh Climate Approved). It has been
subjected to numerous
freeze-thaw cycles and can
withstand the harshest climates (both hot and cold).
Perfect for interior and
exterior use in any region
including applications
below grade. Also suitable
for use in water features,
near salt water, and in
areas where blowing sand
is a concern. Visit
www.stoneyard.com/hca
for more details.
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New England Stone Veneer

Back Cover: Greenwich Gray™ Ledge
Front Cover: Boston Blend™ Ledge & Mosaic
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